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Abstract 13 

Food-drug interactions (FDIs) arise when nutritional dietary consumption regulates biochemical mecha-14 

nisms involved in drug metabolism. Towards characterizing  15 

16 

the nature of food’s influence on pharmacological treatment, it is essential to detect all possible FDIs. In 17 

this study, we propose FDMine, a novel systematic framework that models the FDI problem as a homoge-18 

nous graph. In this graph, all nodes representing drug, food and food composition are referenced as chemical 19 

structures. This homogenous representation enables us to take advantage of reported drug-drug interactions 20 

for accuracy evaluation, especially when accessible ground truth for FDIs is lacking. Our dataset consists 21 

of 788 unique approved small molecule drugs with metabolism-related drug-drug interactions (DDIs) and 22 

320 unique food items, composed of 563 unique compounds with 179 health effects. The potential number 23 

of interactions is 87,192 and 92,143 when two different versions of the graph referred to as disjoint and 24 

joint graphs are considered, respectively. We defined several similarity subnetworks comprising food-drug 25 

similarity (FDS), drug-drug similarity (DDS), and food-food similarity (FFS) networks, based on similarity 26 

profiles. A unique part of the graph is the encoding of the food composition as a set of nodes and calculating 27 

a content contribution score to re-weight the similarity links. To predict new FDI links, we applied the path 28 

category-based (path length 2 and 3) and neighborhood-based similarity-based link prediction algorithms. 29 

We calculated the precision@top (top 1%, 2%, and 5%) of the newly predicted links, the area under the 30 
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receiver operating characteristic curve, and precision-recall curve. We have performed three types of eval-31 

uations to benchmark results using different types of interactions. The shortest path-based method has 32 

achieved a precision 84%, 60% and 40% for the top 1%, 2% and 5% of FDIs identified, respectively. We 33 

validated the top FDIs predicted using FDMine to demonstrate its applicability and we relate therapeutic 34 

anti-inflammatory effects of food items informed by FDIs. We hypothesize that the proposed framework 35 

can be used to gain new insights on FDIs. FDMine is publicly available to support clinicians and research-36 

ers. 37 

38 

Keywords: Food-Drug Interaction; Link Prediction; Graph Mining; Adverse Effect; Structure Similarity 39 

Profile. 40 

Introduction 41 

Drugs bind to targeted receptors on the surface of the cells or enzymes to regulate the rate of chemical 42 

reactions. These chemical reactions may be relied upon to treat different diseases and considerably enhance 43 

the patients’ prognoses. However, drug overdoses or drug interactions may cause critical adverse health 44 

conditions. Although the impact of the drugs depends on the affinity of the drug to bind to a specific cell/en-45 

zyme receptor, its effectiveness depends on other factors such as when taken alongside other drugs or food. 46 

Ideally, drug effects should be consistent across all patients for whom food ingredients do not affect drug47 

response [1]. However, several studies [2, 3] have demonstrated the impact of certain foods, decreasing48 

or increasing the activity of different drugs (food-drug interactions – FDI).49 

FDIs often cause changes in drug plasma concentrations, which may significantly increase or decrease 50 

the effectiveness of the drug [4]. These alterations can occur in three ways: they can boost the actions of  51 

of drugs (i.e., increased metabolism), reduce the actions of drugs (i.e., decreased bioavailability), or create52 

an adverse effect.53 

FDIs can be classified into two primary  mechanisms: pharmacokinetic (PK) interactions, and pharmaco-54 

dynamic (PD) interactions [5]. PK interactions denote the circumstance when foods alter processes related to 55 

absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion of medications. For example, for a short time after con-56 

sumption, grapefruit juice slows the metabolism of cyclosporine (e.g.: cytochrome P450 enzymes) [6, 7]. 57 

PD interactions are caused by specific interactions between a drug and a food component that results in a 58 

a pharmacological effect [8]. An example of a PD interaction is a diet high in vitamin K that antagonizes59 

the therapeutic effects of warfarin (used for blood clot treatments) [5]. 60 
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FDIs can affect drug absorption levels and, therefore, are known to impact drug discovery [9].61 

For example, Moringa oleifera leaf extract has been used to inhibit cancer 62 

cells and to increase the efficacy of chemotherapy in humans [10, 11, 12]. The roots of Erythroxylum per-63 

villei provide pervilleines A, B, C, and F, effective inhibitors of P-glycoprotein, which is linked to multi-64 

drug resistance and low cancer therapeutic response [13]. These are only a few examples that demonstrate 65 

the importance of understanding the interactions of food constituents and dietary supplements (containing 66 

different chemicals and phytochemicals) with drugs. Consequently, understanding FDIs has the potential 
to assist physicians, researchers, and patients in reducing ad-verse drug events (ADEs).

67 

68 

69 

Earlier research has been mostly based on clinical studies or literature reviews that focus on specific drug 70 

interactions with a limited set of foods [5, 8, 14, 15]. Based on analyzing PD or PK alterations, these  71 

studies examine how food items can affect the efficacy of specific drugs. Some studies have72 

focused on a particular group of patients and examined FDI interactions with the types and number of drugs 73 

used (e.g., drugs used for chemotherapy, drugs used as anticoagulants) [16, 17, 18]. Although these studies 74 

provided valuable information to physicians about the potentialities of FDIs, the level of novel exploration 75 

is limited. Computational approaches can, therefore, potentially be used to predict novel FDIs. 76 

Cheminformatics studies have achieved outstanding results in the fields of drug-drug interactions (DDIs), 77 

drug-target interactions (DTIs), and new drug discovery. Multiple computational models have been devel-78 

oped for detecting how a particular drug pair interacts towards new drug discovery.  79 

The adoption of different machine learning models is rapidly increasing in drug discovery [19].80 

These models have been used for finding new DDIs. For example, Lee et al. Proposed 81 

a deep learning model to predict the pharmacological effects of DDIs using structural similarity profile 82 

(SSP), target gene similarity profiles, and gene ontology (GO) term similarity profiles of known drug pairs 83 

[20]. Recently DeepDDI, was developed as a multi-label classification model that calculates structural 84 

similarity profiles (SSP) of DDIs and uses principal components analysis to reduce features and feed them 85 

into a feed-forward deep neural network (DNN) [21]. Another predictive model [22] was de-86 

veloped to delineate currently unknown biological effects of inactive ingredients and generally recognized 87 

as safe compounds present in food. A general-purpose method, named Alternative Drug-Drug Interaction, 88 

was developed to predict the DDIs [23]. Three combined methods were used, including deep learning, text 89 

mining, and graph clustering. Feng et al. proposed DPDDI to predict DDIs without considering the biolog-90 

ical and chemical properties [24]. The authors used graph convolution networks (GCN) and DNN as a 91 
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predictor. By identifying the topological association of drugs in the DDI network, GCN explores low-di-92 

mensional feature representations of drugs. 93 

 Several chemoinformatics studies have successfully demonstrated the application of computational mod-94 

els for predicting DTIs. Yo et al. [25] used a deep learning model to predict DTIs using a network repre-95 

sentation. The solution is a linear classification model based on using the least absolute shrinkage and se-96 

lection operator (LASSO) and LASSO-DNN. LASSO helped in feature extraction to predict DTIs. In one 97 

of our previous works, we developed DASPfind [26], a novel computational method to predict the DTIs 98 

that uses a simple path (up to 3 lengths) to infer novel drug-protein interactions from a graph structure. The 99 

graph was derived from similarities among drug-drug, protein-protein, and known drug-protein interac-100 

tions. Olayan et al. [27] developed the DDR method for predicting DTIs. The authors constructed a heter-101 

ogenous graph from the known DTIs and multiple similarities among the drug-drug and target-target inter-102 

actions, used for feature engineering. The engineered features were later used as inputs for a random forest 103 

method to predict the novel DTIs. Different studies have developed link prediction approaches to predict 104 

DTIs. Lu et al. [28] used link prediction based on similarity indices to predict DTIs. Fokoue et al. [29] 105 

developed the Tiresias framework that uses a large-scale similarity-based link prediction based on different 106 

drug data to determine the DDIs. The framework uses a large-scale logistic regression model to predict 107 

potential DDIs.  108 

Although the implementation has made significant advances of these chemoinformatics models for DDIs 109 

and DTIs, FDIs remain poorly addressed. This is mainly due to the inadequacy of resources regarding FDIs 110 

since it is often difficult to extract a sufficient number of curated interactions. In addition, for FDI there is 111 

no gold standard dataset yet for evaluation. Recently, FooDB [30, 31] was developed as a well-structured 112 

and annotated database listing food items and compound composition. Although there is no gold standard 113 

dataset for evaluation as in the field of DTIs, we propose using known DDIs. Given the homogenous nature 114 

of our graph representations (i.e., all nodes are chemicals), we can resort to certain subnetworks for evalu-115 

ation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on developing a homogenous graph mining frame-116 

work for food-drug interactions. 117 

 In this study, we propose FDMine, a framework that analyzes FooDB [30, 31] and DrugBank [32] data-118 

bases to create a comprehensive dataset of small molecules with known food-food interactions (FFIs), 119 

DDIs, and FDIs. FDMine uses the simplified molecular-input-line-entry system (SMILE) description to 120 

establish similarity profiles and link prediction algorithms to predict the FDIs. The proposed framework 121 

uses two different kinds of representations (disjoint and joint) graphs consisting of three subnetworks con-122 

nected. These subnetworks are drug-drug similarity, food-drug similarity, and food-food similarity. The 123 
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rationale behind this approach is to capitalize on the similarity information of different subnetworks and 124 

combine it with building a homogenous graph. We consider a unique representation of food items, their 125 

compound composition, and the contribution of each compound. After building the graph network, the 126 

framework implements a comprehensive set of different link prediction algorithms to predict potential 127 

FDIs. The shortest path-based method has achieved a precision 84%, 60% and 40% for the top 1%, 2% and 128 

5%, respectively. In the joint version of the graph, FDMine recovered 27,448 links on average from 27,612 129 

available (i.e., 99.4% recovery with standard deviation of 5.1e^-4). 130 

Methods 131 

Databases and datasets preparation 132 

DrugBank 133 

We used the DrugBank (v 5.1.7) database that contains detailed information for each drug (i.e., chemical, 134 

pharmaceutical, and pharmacological data) with extensive drug target information (i.e., sequence, pathway, 135 

and structure) [32, 33, 34]. The database contains information for a total of 13,680 different drugs. In Drug-136 

Bank, drugs are grouped into five categories, including approved, experimental, investigational, nutraceu-137 

tical, and withdrawn. Drugs can be differentiated as small molecules or biotechnology-driven. The database 138 

provides access to the SMILE strings of the drug molecules and reports drug-drug interactions [33]. 139 

In this study, we considered the drugs assigned to the approved drug group and have small molecules. 140 

This resulted in 1,683 drugs. We further reduced this set of molecules by considering only those having 141 

“metabolism (increase or decrease)” related interactions, resulting in 788 unique approved small molecule 142 

drugs. FDI interactions are mainly detected in relation to metabolic mechanisms [14]. The details of the 143 

drug extraction procedure from the DrugBank dataset can be found in the Additional file 1: Fig. S1.  144 

FooDB 145 

We used the FooDB Version 1.0 dataset in JSON format [30, 31], containing several datasets related to 146 

foods, compounds, nutrients, and health effects. In this study, we considered the FooDB content dataset 147 

that directly mapped foods to the chemical compounds’ composition. Initially, we created a subset of the 148 

content dataset that stored the required attributes (i.e., food id, original food name, source id, source type, 149 

among others), yielding a total of 19,867 objects. Then, we filtered the extracted data by removing the list 150 

of predicted and unknown data entries by using the conditions “citation type == DATABASE” and “source 151 

type == COMPOUND”. This provides a more accurate source of information. Finally, we only considered 152 

the food items mapped to a compound, resulting in 16,230 objects for further analysis.  153 
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After the parsing step, we mapped the resulting dataset with the “Compound” information to collect the 154 

required details for each compound, including SMILE description and content contribution. In FoodDB, 155 

the content range of each compound within a food item is presented (e.g., Strawberry has a content range 156 

of Potassium of 0.000 - 187.000 mg/100 g). Finally, we have the SMILE description of the corresponding 157 

compounds and the international chemical key (InChiKey) as a unique identifier.  158 

To relate the food compounds to health effects, we retrieved data from the health effects dataset that enabled 159 

us to know which food compound has a health effect on the human body. The resulting dataset contains 160 

8,846 objects including 320 unique foods, and 563 unique food compounds having 179 unique health ef-161 

fects. One extracted example is that benzoic acid from American cranberry has an allergenic health effect. 162 

Since the same compounds can be found in different foods, it is necessary to store these data with a naming 163 

convention that allows us to differentiate each food with its composition correctly. In this study, we used 164 

the following naming convention: FOODXXXX_FDBXXXXX_CompoundName. For example, the data 165 

entries “FOOD00005_ FDB000633_ Kaempferol” and “FOOD00008_ FDB000633_ Kaempferol” refer to 166 

the same compound Kaempferol with the compound identifier FDB000633 from two different foods 167 

(FOOD00005 and FOOD00008). Each compound can be treated differently based on the reported content 168 

range in the food item. 169 

The data-flow diagram of the extraction procedure of the FooDB dataset can be found in the Additional file 170 

1: Fig. S2. 171 

Food composition and compound contribution 172 

Each food item is composed of a set of chemical compounds. Clearly, the “amount of the original content” 173 

of any compound is not the same for each food. For example, the amount of the phytic acid in carrot is 174 

5270.000 ml/100g and buckwheat is 1800.000 ml/100g. Carrot contains approximately three times more 175 

phytic acid than buckwheat by mass. Therefore, the contribution of the phytic acid is different for carrot 176 

and buckwheat. Consequently, we used the following equation to calculate the contribution of each com-177 

pound for each food based on the amount contained in the food: 178 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑) = 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 ∈ 𝑎𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑠 ∈ 𝑎𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑑 
(1) 

 179 

The range of the normalized contribution is from 0 to 1. Where 0 and 1 contribution refer to a food com-180 

pound with no contribution or full contribution, respectively. 181 
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In the graph, the food item and its compound composition are represented as separate nodes. The normal-182 

ized contribution score scales edge weights of links connecting compounds to the food item. 183 

 184 

More details and an example on the contribution score of food compounds is given in the Additional file 1: 185 

Table S1.  186 

Homogenous Graph Representation 187 

We consider a set of food compounds, 𝐹 = {𝑓1, 𝑓2, … , 𝑓𝑚} and a set of drugs, 𝐷 = {𝑑1, 𝑑2, … , 𝑑𝑛} where 188 𝑚 represents the number of food compounds and n represents the number of drugs. We merged all drugs 189 

and food compounds into a single graph. So, in our representation, we have a set of drug and food com-190 

pounds 𝐹𝐷 = {𝑓1, 𝑓2, … , 𝑓𝑚, 𝑑1, 𝑑2, … , 𝑑𝑛}. Then, we considered the set of an 𝑚 ∗ 𝑛 dimensional struc-191 

ture similarity matrices between drugs, between food compounds, and between food-drug. A score between 192 

[0, 1] is the degree of similarity. A similarity score close to 0 means that two items are not identical to each 193 

other, where the most similar items are represented by a similarity score close to 1. Using this similarity 194 

concept, we derived a homogenous graph. From this homogenous graph, we will apply different path cate-195 

gory and neighborhood-based similarity-based algorithms to predict the novel FDIs. 196 

Structure Similarity Profile 197 

A structural similarity profile (SSP) is a feature vector that contains a unique numerical representation after 198 

acquiring structural features of individual food compounds and drugs. The SSP contains pairwise structural 199 

similarity scores obtained from the comparison among all the 788 approved small molecule drugs of Drug-200 

Bank and 8,846 unique food compounds. Structural similarity between a pair of nodes (i.e., drug-drug, 201 

food-food, and food-drug) was measured by the Tanimoto coefficient. This coefficient is an efficient way 202 

to calculate the structure similarity based on the chemical fingerprint [35, 36]. The Tanimoto coefficient is 203 

defined as the number of common chemical fingerprints compared to the number of all chemical finger-204 

prints of the two drugs. Chemical fingerprints of each drug were calculated using Morgan/Circular finger-205 

prints [37] (also known as extended-connectivity fingerprint ECFP4 [38]) that is widely used in different 206 

studies. ECFP4 showed the best performing fingerprints in the target prediction benchmarks [39, 40] and 207 

in small molecule virtual screening [41]. The calculating procedure of the SSP can be found in the Addi-208 

tional file 1: Fig S3. 209 
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Sparse Matrix Representation 210 

We used the similarity profile to derive the sparse matrix representation, later used for plotting the graphs. 211 

In this matrix, we eliminated all the zero entries and applied a threshold since some similarity scores contain 212 

trivial values and thus may not indicate significant changes. For determining the threshold, we have con-213 

sidered the distribution of the similarity scores. The majority of similarity values lie between 0.3~0.6, hence 214 

selecting a high similarity value may drastically change the data-set size. Also, of note, a high threshold 215 

will always lead to potential pairs having increased probability of interaction. Several studies have referred 216 

to different values in the range of 0.5-0.85 for applying a similarity threshold for the Tanimoto coefficient 217 

[42, 43, 44]. While a higher threshold can lead to more potentially valuable hypotheses, it can limit the 218 

number of genuinely novel predictions. Table 1 highlights the number of links of each subnetwork after 219 

applying a range of similarity thresholds. Compared to a threshold of 0.6, a value of 0.7 would result in 220 

75% fewer number of possible FDIs. Therefore, we choose 0.6 at this step. It should be noted that this 221 

parameter is provided as an input argument for the user of FDMine. 222 

 223 

Table 1 Number of links in the graph after applying different Tanimoto similarity thresholds 224 

Tanimoto Threshold Total Links DD Links FF Links FD Links 

>= 0.5 5,392,354 14,298 5,228,607 149,449 

>= 0.6 4,177,383 2,926 4,167,202 7,255 

>= 0.7 3,834,135 920 3,831,336 1,879 
 225 

 226 

Updating Similarity Scores using Food-Compound Contribution 227 

We obtained a total of 4,177,383 similarities using the SSP. Then, we multiplied the similarity score by the 228 

normalized contribution of the food compound (Eq. 1). As illustrated in Table 2, when we have a food-drug 229 

pair (see row 1), we multiplied the similarity score by the contribution of the food compound. Similarly, 230 

we multiplied the similarity score by the higher contribution of the food compound. For example, the con-231 

tribution of the FOOD00006_ FDB000474_ L-Lysine is 0.007301117, and the FOOD00006_ FDB000556_ 232 

L-Alanine is 0.009780473. So, we have considered the maximum value of 0.009780473 to update the sim-233 

ilarity score. For drug pairs, similarity scores were preserved.  234 

 235 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑆𝑆𝑃) ∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑓𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑑𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 (2) 

 236 

Table 2 Calculating New Score based on the Food Compound Contribution 237 
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nodeA nodeB Prior Score Contribution 

(0~1) 

New Score 

DB00136 FOOD00165 _ FDB012362 _ 

beta-Sitosterol 

0.6947674 0.3459079 0.2403255323224 

FOOD00006 _ 

FDB000474 _ L-

Lysine 

FOOD00006 _ FDB000556 _ L-

Alanine 

0.6 0.009780473 0.005868284 

 238 

After updating the similarity scores in the graph, we consider another threshold using the contribution score. 239 

Here, we consider a more relaxed range (0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6) as compared to the Tanimoto coefficient 240 

threshold. In our literature validation, we prepare and discuss another batch of results using a similarity 241 

score of 0.3, though a value of 0.5 has been employed for the generation of our primary findings. For a 242 

threshold of 0.5, we ended up with 87,192 interactions and 92,143 for disjoint and joint dataset respectively. 243 

Table S2 in Additional file 1 lists the number of interactions for the considered range. 244 

Link Prediction Algorithms 245 

After applying the similarity thresholds, the generated graph had several disjoint subgraphs. We call this 246 

the disjoint version. Some link prediction algorithms cannot handle the disjoint version. Therefore, we con-247 

sidered preparing a joint graph. We chose any node (randomly) from each subgraph and added an edge to 248 

link all subgraphs to make the joint graph network. Then, a very small edge weight of 1e-5 was assigned to 249 

the newly added links, limiting their effect on generating biased hypotheses. We generated results for both 250 

versions. A detailed description is available in the Additional file 1: Fig S4. 251 

Path Category-based Algorithm 252 

Our goal is to predict the novel (unknown) FDIs from the generated homogenous graph. A homogenous 253 

graph is one where all nodes are of the same type. Different than DTI heterogenous graphs (e.g., drug-254 

protein), nodes in our graph are chemicals. One class of algorithms is based on running the shortest path to 255 

find candidate interactions for the considered food and drug pair. Here, we have used 2-length and 3-length 256 

pathways. For example, a 2-length path is “Drug1-Food1-Food2” (see Figure 1) connects the Drug1 node 257 

with the Food2 node through the similarity between “Drug1 and Food1” and “Food1 and Food2”. This is 258 

defined as a D-F-F path. As illustrated in Figure 1, the gold color circle denotes the food node and silver 259 

color circle denotes the drug node. There are 8 possible combinations of paths (i.e., Drug-Drug-Drug, Drug-260 

Food-Drug, Food-Food-Food, Food-Drug-Food, Drug-Drug-Food, Drug-Food-Food, Food-Drug-Food, 261 

and Food-Food-Food).  262 
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 263 

 264 

Figure 1 Example working procedure of the Path Category-based method 265 

 266 

For predicting new interactions, any path can be followed. The same applies for 3-length pathway predic-267 

tion. For example, we can get another new link using 3-path length (Food-Food-Drug-Food). The score for 268 

the newly predicted link is calculated according to equation 3, where, 𝑝 is the path, 𝑛 is the total number 269 

of path and 𝑤 is the weight of the path: 270 

𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛∑𝑃𝑤𝑛
𝑝=1  

(3) 

 271 

Dijkstra's algorithm was used for finding the shortest path where the similarity score is used as the 272 

path weight.  273 

Neighbourhood-based Similarity-based Link Prediction 274 

In the link prediction, given a graph 𝐺, the main aim is to predict new edges (drug-food) from the existing 275 

graph. Predictions are useful to suggest unknown relations (or interactions) based on edges in the observed 276 

graph. In the link prediction, we try to build a similarity measure between pairs of nodes and link the most 277 

similar nodes. Link prediction algorithms are very common in many application domains such as, identify-278 

ing protein-protein interactions [45], drug-drug interactions [29], DTIs [28], social networks [46], recon-279 

structing networks [47], document recommendation, recommendation systems [48], biological networks 280 

[49], disease prediction [50], bipartite networks [51], etc.  281 

 282 

Here, we applied six different types of link prediction algorithm. They are, Adamic and Adar Coefficient 283 

(AA) [50, 52], Common Neighbor (CN) [28, 50, 53], Jaccard Coefficient (JAC) [28, 50, 54], Resource 284 

Allocation (RA) [50, 55, 56], Multiple Paths of Length L=3 (L3) [45, 57], and Dice Coefficient (Dice) [58, 285 

59]. All of these algorithms have their scoring function. Each of these algorithms assigns a score for the 286 

new predicted links.  287 
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 288 

Adamic and Adar Coefficient (AA) 289 

The Adamic and Adar Coefficient (AA) gives preference to node pairs with more common neighbors but 290 

with a lower degree. If there are no common neighbors for a node pair, then the AA score is 0. The AA 291 

measure is formulated to connect node pairs that have common neighbors. 292 𝑆𝐴𝐴(𝑎, 𝑏) = ∑ 1𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑘𝑧𝑧∈𝛤(𝑎)⋂𝛤(𝑏)  
(4) 

 293 

Here, 𝑎 and 𝑏 are two nodes, and 𝑧 denotes a common neighbor to both 𝑎 and 𝑏. 𝑘 is the degree of node 294 𝑧. 295 

Common Neighbor (CN) 296 

In the Common Neighbor (CN) algorithm, the score for link prediction is computed by finding the number 297 

ofcommon neighbors between two distinct nodes. Where, 𝑎 and 𝑏 are two nodes. Γ(𝑎) and Γ(𝑏) denote the 298 

set of neighbors of nodes 𝑎 and 𝑏, respectively. 299 𝑆𝐶𝑁(𝑎, 𝑏) = |𝛤(𝑎)⋂𝛤(𝑏)| (5) 

 300 

Jaccard Coefficient (JAC) 301 

The JAC measure considers only node pairs that have at least one common neighbor. The JAC measure 302 

gives equal weight to all common neighbors and does not consider the degree of the common neighbors. 303 

The JAC measure gives preferences to node pairs that share a larger fraction of their neighbor. The JAC 304 

measure always ranges from 0 to 1 irrespective of the size of the neighborhoods of the vertices. The formula 305 

is given below to calculate the JAC. Γ(𝑎) and Γ(𝑏) denote the set of neighbors of nodes 𝑎 and 𝑏, respec-306 

tively. 307 𝑆𝐽𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝑎, 𝑏) = |𝛤(𝑎)⋂𝛤(𝑏)||𝛤(𝑎) ∪ 𝛤(𝑏)| (6) 

 308 

Resource Allocation (RA) 309 

Resource Allocation (RA) calculates the score based on irregular nodes connecting node 𝑎 and 𝑏. The 310 

number of resources node 𝑎 receives from node 𝑏 through indirect links is called the similarity index. In 311 
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the RA each intermediate link contributes a unit of the resource. The RA is also symmetric. 𝑧 denotes 312 

common neighbor of both 𝑎 and 𝑏 nodes and k-denotes the degree of node 𝑧. 313 𝑆𝑅𝐴𝐼(𝑎, 𝑏) = ∑ 1𝑘𝑧𝑧∈𝛤(𝑎)⋂𝛤(𝑏)  
(7) 

 314 

Multiple Paths of Length L=3 (L3) 315 

Links of high degree nodes prompt multiple and unspecific shortcuts in the network, resulting in biased 316 

predictions. This can be avoided by using proper degree of normalization. Such degree of normalization is 317 

very important for L3. To eliminate potential degree biases caused by lower degree nodes, we assign a 318 

degree normalized L3 score to each node pair 𝑎 and 𝑏. Here, u and v are intermediate nodes in the 3-length 319 

path. 320 𝐿3𝑎𝑏 = ∑ 𝐴𝑎𝑢𝐴𝑢𝑣𝐴𝑣𝑏√𝑘𝑢𝑘𝑣𝑢,𝑣∈𝐿3  
(8) 

 321 

Dice Coefficient 322 

Dice coefficient is similar to the Jaccard Coefficient (JAC). The Dice coefficient is calculated using equa-323 

tion 9, where, 𝑎 and 𝑏 are two nodes. 324 𝑆𝐷𝑖𝑐𝑒(𝑎, 𝑏) = 2 ∗ |𝑎⋂𝑏||𝑎 ∪ 𝑏|  
(9) 

 325 

Performance evaluation 326 

To measure the performance of applied link prediction approaches, we adopted the idea of precision@k 327 

[60, 61] or top 𝑘 predictive rate [53, 62]. This metric is also known as 𝑟-precision [63, 64, 65, 66]. preci-328 

sion@k is the recommended measure for link prediction algorithms [67].  It refers to the percentage of true 329 

positives among only the top 𝑘 ranked predicted links. Given the ranked output of the graph, we need to 330 

evaluate the ranking precision of the methods.  331 

Following [26], we chose the top 1%, 2%, and 5% as the value of 𝑘. In general, the area under the receiver 332 

operating characteristic curve (AUROC) or (AUC) is used to evaluate performance of classification models. 333 

Nevertheless, recent studies have shown that AUROC is unsuitable for checking the performance of the 334 

link prediction algorithms [56, 68, 69, 70]. Another statistical measure is the area under the precision-recall 335 
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curve (PRC), which provides a more accurate assessment especially when dealing with imbalanced datasets 336 

[71]. In this study, we used, precision@top, AUC, and PRC as performance metrics.  337 

 338 

In order to compute some of the measures, we had to derive true positives (TP), false positives (FP), true 339 

negatives (TN), and false negatives (FN). To perform this, we ranked the predicted links in descending 340 

order based on the rank score given by the link prediction methods. Then, we considered several thresholds 341 

as cutoff values. The starting threshold is the minimum score given by the link prediction methods. Then 342 

we increase by a step size of 0.1, which was selected to ensure sufficient granularity in computing the area 343 

under the curve. We repeated this step until the threshold value is the same as the maximum score given by 344 

the link prediction algorithm. For each specific threshold score, if we found the known link in the test 345 

dataset matched with the newly predicted link and the score is greater than the threshold, we considered 346 

this matching as a true positive (TP) for evaluative purposes. Given an unknown link, which does not match 347 

the test dataset, but was predicted by the link prediction algorithm, and the score is greater than the thresh-348 

old, we consider the case a false positive (FP). Similarly, when we found a known link (same as the test 349 

dataset and in the newly predicted links), but the score was below the threshold, we consider this a false 350 

negative (FN). Lastly, when we found any unknown link with the score below the threshold, we assign the 351 

sample as a true negative (TN).  Using the TP, FP, TN, and FN we calculated the “precision@top-1%”, 352 

“precision@top-2%”, “precision@top-5%”, AUC, and PRC. 353 

 354 

Data splitting for testing 355 

To evaluating the performance of link prediction algorithms, the test data is generated by excluding a col-356 

lection of links from the full homogenous networks. Our homogenous network contains drug-drug similar-357 

ity, food-drug similarity, and food-food similarity. We split 30% of links randomly to make the test data 358 

set, while the rest of the 70% of links are used for the training dataset. For stability, we repeat this evaluation 359 

ten times and report average performance. 360 

 361 

Ground-truth evaluation using DDS 362 

Contrary to food-protein interactions [26], there is no accessible gold standard for widely confirmed food-363 

drug interactions. Therefore, we resorted to the extracted drug-drug interactions from DrugBank for ground 364 

truth evaluation. Since the graph representation in FDMine is homogenous (i.e., all nodes are chemicals), 365 

we can consider any part of the graph as a representative set of evaluation. Here, we remove 30% of the 366 

drug-drug links in the graph. Then, we execute the framework and report top ranked cases for the precision 367 
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evaluation. We split 30% DDS links (randomly) for making the test data set, while the rest of the 70% DDS, 368 

and all FDS, FFS links are used in the training dataset. Here, we measured the precision in terms of recov-369 

ering the original links in the DDS subgraph. It should be noted that we also performed evaluation using a 370 

random subset of any type of links (see Results).  371 

 372 

We have performed three types of evaluations to benchmark the results. In the first evaluation, a drug can 373 

have a link with another drug because of certain similarity scores. In the second evaluation, a drug will have 374 

a correct link with another drug only if it is reported in the DrugBank database. The difference between the 375 

second and third evaluation is that the original links in the second evaluation are assumed based on the 376 

established similarity measures. Both evaluations will help us establish a comprehensive overview of link 377 

recovery in general and the validity of these recovered links using DrugBank. Although drug-drug interac-378 

tions are examined in these two evaluations, they both provide estimates for the accuracy of food-drug 379 

predictions since the graph is homogenous in nature. The following Table 3 lists all the evaluative ap-380 

proaches we have performed in this study.  381 

 382 

Table 3 List of evaluation approaches 383 

Title Evaluation Graph Correct predic-

tions 

Methods 

Evalua-

tion 1 

Remove random 30% of 

links from the DDIs (repeat 

10 times) 

Comprehensive 

evaluation for re-

covery of DDS 

similarity links 

Match predicted 

links with the ac-

tual ones 

All methods 

are applied 

Evalua-

tion 2 

Remove random 30% of 

links (repeat 10 times) 

Ground Truth us-

ing DrugBank 

Match predicted 

links with Drug-

Bank reported in-

teractions 

SP_2 (the best 

from evalua-

tion 1 over dis-

joint graph) 

and RA (the 

best from eval-

uation 1 over 

joint graph) 
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Evalua-

tion 3 

Remove random 30% of 

links (repeat 10 times) 

Whole graph in-

cluding DDS, FDS, 

FFS 

Match predicted 

links with the ac-

tual ones 

SP_2 (the best 

from evalua-

tion 1 over dis-

joint graph) 

and RA (the 

best from eval-

uation 1 over 

joint graph) 

 384 

Implementation 385 

We have deployed the code and run all experiments on a server with RAM 64 GB, and Intel(R) Core(TM) 386 

i9-7980XE CPU @ 2.60GHz (18 Cores, 36 Threads). For DrugBank data preprocessing, we used Compute 387 

Canada cluster and to calculate SSP we used Google Colaboratory (a product from Google Research). 388 

Our Proposed FDMine Framework 389 

The FDMine framework (see Figure 2) is composed of several phases. In Phase 1, raw data is parsed from 390 

DrugBank and FooDB databases. In Phase 2, we execute two steps including a) building a homogenous 391 

network based on the structure similarity profile and b) updating the weights of the homogenous network 392 

using food compound contributions. Next, the graph is prepared with nodes representing drugs, food and 393 

food compounds’ composition. In the graph, links are weighted by similarity and contribution scores (see 394 

Phase 3 in Figure 2).  When applying the similarity thresholds, the homogenous network produces multiple 395 

subgraphs (disjoint graph). We build another version called the joint homogenous graph network and con-396 

sider executing several link prediction algorithms including applied path category-based and neighborhood-397 

based similarity-based approaches. In the final Phase 4, we rank the newly predicted link (based on the 398 

score given by our methods), test the performance of the applied methods with the test dataset and finally, 399 

consult the literature to validate the top FDIs found using the different methods. For testing, we perform 400 

comparison using ground-truth and report literature validation for our leading findings (see Results and 401 

Discussion section). 402 

 403 
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 404 
Figure 2 The framework of FDMine. The main steps are 1) preparing a comprehensive dataset describing 405 
FDIs by analyzing the whole DrugBank and FooDB databases with a unique representation of food com-406 
position 2) defining a scoring function for computing chemical compound contribution in food items, 3) 407 
implementing a set of path category-based (path length 2 and 3) and different neighborhood-based similar-408 
ity-based algorithms to discover new FDIs from two different homogenous (disjoint and joint) graph net-409 
works, and 4) used the precision@k metric and calculated the precision@top (top 1%, 2%, and top 5%) for 410 
drug-drug links to verify the accuracy of the algorithms with the test dataset. 411 

Results and Discussion 412 

The next subsections describe in detail the FDMine performance evaluation and the analysis of the novel 413 

FDI predictions. 414 
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Prediction Results of FDMine 415 

Evaluation 1: Comprehensive evaluation for the recovery of DDS similarity links 416 

As explained earlier, DDS similarity links are a priority in our evaluation setup as it establishes a ground 417 

truth evaluation (see Evaluation 2 results). Here, drug-drug links are based on the similarity scorings we 418 

computed. We have applied two different link prediction approaches over two different types of homoge-419 

nous graph networks. One is the disjoint graph network, and the other is the joint graph network. The 420 

applied methods are the path category-based and neighborhood-based similarity-based link prediction al-421 

gorithms. We used path lengths 2 and 3 for the path category-based algorithm. SP_2 and SP_3 are used to 422 

describe (Path length 2), and (Path length 3), respectively. From neighborhood-based similarity-based link 423 

prediction, we applied Academic Adar (AA), Common Neighbor (CN), Jaccard Index (JAC), Dice Coeffi-424 

cient (Dice), Resource Allocation (RA), and Multiple paths of length l=3 (L3). 425 

 426 

Table 4 provides a summary of different models over the disjoint graph network. For the disjoint graph, the 427 

SP_2 outperformed other methods. The precision rate for the top 1% (i.e., precision@top-1) is 84% for 428 

SP_2 while RA, the second best has achieved 64%.  For precision@top-2, SP_2 achieved the best results 429 

with 60% and L3, the second best 42%. The highest value for the precision@top-5 was achieved by the 430 

SP_2 (40%). In the disjoint version of the graph, neighborhood-based similarity-based methods achieved, 431 

on average 17% with variant standard deviation each. However, SP_3 always showed a low performance 432 

(05%, 03%, 02% for precision@top-1, precision@top-2, and precision@top-5 respectively) compared to 433 

all other methods. SP_2 achieved 52% and 26% AUC and PRC, respectively. All neighborhood-based sim-434 

ilarity-based methods achieved more than 80% (AUC) except L3 which had a reported precision of 60%. 435 

The PRC scores of the RA, AA, and CN were 70%, 65%, and 60% respectively.  436 

When considering the joint version of the graph, different results were attained. The neighborhood-based 437 

similarity-based methods showed best results for the top precision@top-1, precision@top-2, and preci-438 

sion@top-5. For the precision@top-1, the RA achieved the best result (71%), followed by AA (67%). For 439 

the precision@top-2, L3 and RA both yielded similar performance (39%). Additionally, all neighborhood-440 

based similarity-based methods produced the same result (16%) for precision@top-5. Contrary to the case 441 

of the disjoint version of the graph, the performance of SP_2 was weak. The SP_2 achieved, 23%, 15%, 442 

and 9% for the precision@top-1, precision@top-2, and precision@top-5 respectively. For the joint graph, 443 

the neighborhood-based similarity-based algorithms achieved AUC of more than 90% except L3 (65%). 444 

The value of the PRC is also high for the neighborhood-based similarity-based methods. The PRC scores 445 

for the RA, AA, CN were 87%, 86%, and 84% respectively. However, SP_3 always (disjoint and joint 446 
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graphs) showed the weakest results in terms of all performance metrics (precision@top, AUC, and PRC). 447 

Table 5 summarizes the different models over the joint graph network. The comparison graph for the pre-448 

cision@top-1%, precision@top-2%, and precision@top-5% are provided in Figure 3. For more details, see 449 

the Additional File 1 Figures S6 and S7. 450 

 451 

Table 4 Comparison of the precision@top (average), AUC, PRC over eight different methods on the dis-452 

joint graph network 453 

 454 

Method ‘Precision@Top-

1 (%)  

Precision@Top-2 

(%) 

Precision@Top-5 

(%) 

AUC  

(%) 

PRC 

(%) 

SP_2 84 (±6.3) 60 (±5.3) 40 (±2.5) 52 

(±1.0) 

26 (±1.0) 

SP_3 05 (±5.6) 03 (±3.1) 02(±1.4) 59 (±23.0) 03 (±3.0) 

AA 56 (±1.6) 36 (±1.0) 17 (±0.6) 88 (±.01) 65 (±1.7) 

CN 53 (±1.5) 33 (±1.1) 17 (±0.4) 88 (±1.0) 60 (±1.6) 

RA 64 (±1.7)      40 (±1.4) 17 (±0.6) 80 (±3.5) 70 (±1.7) 

L3 58 (±1.9) 
    42 (±1.2) 

17 (±0.6) 60 (±4) 30 (±3.1) 

JAC 40 (±1.6) 31 (±0.5) 17 (±0.5) 94 (±0.4) 34 (±1.8) 

Dice 40 (±1.6) 31 (±0.5) 17 (±0.5) 97 (±0.7) 35 (±2.0) 

 455 

Table 5 Comparison of the precision@top (average), AUC, PRC over eight different methods on the joint 456 

graph network 457 

 458 

Method Precision@Top-1 

(%) 

Precision@Top-2 

(%) 

Precision@Top-5 

(%) 

AUC 

(%) 

PRC 

(%) 

SP 2 23 (±1.8) 15 (±1.5) 09 (±0.9) 38 (±1) 08 (±0.07) 

SP 3 0.1 (±0.2) 0.1 (±0.1) 0.1 (±0.0) 88 (±31) 00 (±0) 
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 459 

 460 

 461 

Figure 3 Comparison of the precision@top over eight methods and two different graph networks 462 

AA 67 (±0.9) 37 (±0.5) 16 (±0.2) 95 (±0.6) 86 (±0.6) 

CN 65 (±0.9 36 (±0.5) 16 (±0.2) 94 (±0.4) 84 (±0.7) 

RA 71 (±0.9) 39 (±0.5) 16 (±0.2) 92 (±2.4) 87 (±1.9) 

L3 31 (±1.2) 39 (±0.5) 16 (±0.2) 65 (±3.9) 23 (±2.0) 

JAC 59 (±0.7) 35 (±0.4) 16 (±0.2) 97 (±0.3) 66 (±1.4) 

Dice 59 (±0.7) 35 (±0.4) 16 (±0.2) 98 (±0.2) 65 (±1.4) 
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Evaluation 2: Ground truth evaluation using DrugBank 463 

The dataset we constructed using DrugBank and FooDB contains drug-drug links. The disjoint and joint 464 

dataset contains 2,926, and 6,581 drug-drug links respectively. From evaluation 1, out of 2,926, and 6,581, 465 

our method managed to discover 1,706, and 4,178 of those links respectively, reported as DDIs in the 466 

DrugBank. We have considered these 1,706 and 4,178 as known DDIs and as ground truth. To cross-vali-467 

date the performance of FDMine we excluded a portion of known DDIs (or ground truth) as a test dataset 468 

from the main dataset and the rest of the dataset was used to train the models. Then, we calculate the 469 

precision@top-1%, precision@top-2%, and precision@top-5% and found approximately the same perfor-470 

mance of FDMine with the disjoint dataset and slightly better results for the joint dataset. Here, we have 471 

chosen only the best models, SP_2 for the disjoint dataset and RA for the joint dataset. Table 6 and Table 472 

7 provides the performance of FDMine with the ground truth test dataset. 473 

 474 

Table 6 Performance evaluation of ground truth using disjoint dataset and path category-based (path 475 

length-2) method 476 

Method Proportion #Test DDI #Matched DDI Precision@ 

Top-1 (%) 

Precision@ 

Top-2 (%) 

Precision@ 

Top-5 (%) 

 

SP_2 

 

0.6 1023 864.8 (±13.85) 84.49 (±5.09) 72.29 (±6.59) 47.11 (±4.00) 

0.5 853 750.7 (±9.91) 78.21 (±7.50) 64.73 (±4.86) 42.20 (±2.79) 

0.4 682 613.5 (±6.06) 76.31 (±5.77) 57.51 (±5.53) 36.81 (±3.88) 

0.3 511 469.1 (±4.93) 60.60 (±9.06) 43.69 (±5.44) 28.09 (±2.57) 

 477 

Table 7 Performance evaluation of ground truth using joint dataset and Neighborhood-based Similarity-478 

based (RA) Method 479 

Method Proportion #Test DDI #Matched DDI Precision@ 

Top-1 (%) 
Precision@ 

Top-2 (%) 
Precision@ 

Top-5 (%) 
 

RA 

 

0.6 2506 2413.0 (±9.12) 94.93 (±0.30) 93.16 (±0.71) 51.55 (±0.71) 

0.5 2089 2027.4 (±12.01) 95.99 (±0.35) 86.64 (±1.29) 40.63 (±1.01) 

0.4 1671 1628.4 (±6.97) 96.75 (±0.49) 72.15 (±1.07) 31.64 (±0.54) 

0.3 1253 1223.3 (±4.18) 90.96 (±1.05) 54.59 (±0.86) 22.97 (±0.43) 

 480 

Evaluation 3: prediction results for whole graph (DDS, FFS, FDS) 481 

Here we randomly assigned 30% of all (DD, FF, FD) links from the whole dataset to make the test dataset, 482 

and the rest of the 70% was used to train the model. We applied ‘shortest path length 2’ over the disjoint 483 

and ‘RA’ over joint graph. The 30% test dataset from the disjoint and joint dataset contains 26,157 and 484 

27,612 links respectively. The FDMine was able to recover an average of 9612.6 (±5723.06) and 27448.4 485 
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(±14.20) links respectively from the disjoint and joint dataset using ‘shortest path length 2’ and ‘RA’ meth-486 

ods respectively. 487 

 488 

New Food Drug Interaction Prediction 489 

After comparing the different approaches for link prediction, we executed the FDMine framework to find 490 

top candidates for FDIs. In the framework, we consider taking the top results from the joint and disjoint 491 

versions. At the final stage of FDMine, we surveyed the literature to find supporting evidence to the gener-492 

ated predictions. We have performed two batches using different contribution scores (i.e., 0.5 and 0.3, re-493 

spectively). The default value in the FDMine framework is a 0.5 contribution score. The results as listed in 494 

Additional file 2, have shown some repeated drugs in top findings due to a higher threshold value. A high 495 

threshold value will lead to removing more connections in the graph. This will lead to more disjoint sub-496 

graphs and nodes with higher connections within the subgraphs gain higher rank scores. Therefore, we 497 

consider a more relaxed threshold and generate Batch-2 results (i.e., contribution score of 0.3). In this batch, 498 

we see more diversity in results. Additional file 2 lists all Batch-1 results, and Additional file 3 lists all 499 

Batch-2 results with a description of the experiments used in each. We analyzed all results of both batches 500 

and discussed here the insights driven from two types of evidence including: 1) linking food to anti-inflam-501 

matory effects based on known biological pathways and 2) linking food to pharmacological effects based 502 

on matching functions of a drug and a chemical substructure found in food. 503 

 504 

Food compound compositions with Anti-inflammatory effects (biological pathway driven evidence) 505 

 506 

The results in this section are part of Batch-1 results (see Additional file 2). Our findings using a literature 507 

review indicate possible pairing of drug and nutraceutical food components. As per the summary in Table 508 

8, the interactions we obtained appear to affect key biological pathways including - Prostaglandin biosyn-509 

thesis for inflammatory response [72], beta-adrenergic signaling for cardiac output modulation [73] and 510 

GABA pathway [74] - a GABA based inhibitory neurotransmitter that down-regulates CNS stimulation 511 

[75]. After examining the results in Table 8, we have found that dietary fatty acids like Oleic acid 512 

(FDB012858), Erucic acid (FDB004287), (Z,Z)-9,12-Octadecadienoic (FDB012760) and Elaidic acid 513 

(FDB002951) available in foods like Onions - FOOD00006, Garden Cress - FOOD00099, Pomegranate- 514 

FOOD00151, etc. can affect prostaglandin biosynthesis via PPAR mediated mechanism and Gabaergic 515 

pathway. Figures 4 and 5 highlight the list of these compounds and their interaction with Peroxisome pro-516 
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liferator-activated receptor (PPAR) and GABA-mediated effects, respectively. Similarly, we found evi-517 

dence of food components like Eugenol (FDB012171), Carvacrol (FDB014512), which can potentially 518 

substantiate hypotensive effects when taken with beta adrenergic drugs. For example, Eugenol has been 519 

known to cause vasodilation via vanilloid TRPV4 receptors found on endothelial muscles in arteries. Beta-520 

adrenergic drugs are prescribed to patients suffering from hypertension to decrease blood pressure (BP). 521 

So, when combined, this can cause an elevated drop in BP.  522 

 523 

Prostaglandins are compounds that play a role in the anti-inflammatory pathway during injury [76]. An 524 

essential molecular building block in humans is arachidonic acid. It interacts with the Peroxisome prolifer-525 

ator-activated receptor (PPAR) to form various prostaglandins [76] or anti-inflammatory compounds. Var-526 

ious dietary fatty acids (see Table 8; Oleic acid, Linoleic acid, Erucic Acid, Eldaic acid) are also absorbed 527 

via the exogenous chylomicron pathway and hydrolysed for various tissues to absorb them for further pro-528 

cessing [77]. Some of our predicted compound items include Oleic acid - FDB012858, and Erucic acid - 529 

FDB004287, that are similar to Arachidonic acid and are analogous [78] structures, belonging to the fatty 530 

acid group and are found in many dietary sources including Celery - FOOD00015, Peanuts (FOOD00016) 531 

and Burdock - FOOD00017 (See Table 8). Our literature review has highlighted reported evidence on the 532 

influence of these dietary fatty acids on the Arachidonic acid cycle.  Arachidonic acid is a precursor for the 533 

synthesis of various other biomolecules, associated with anti-inflammatory pathways [79]. During injury, 534 

inflammation occurs and causes arachidonic acid to bind with PPAR-gamma receptors as shown in Figure 535 

4 to form prostaglandins or protective anti-inflammatory agents to curb the injury [80]. Fatty acids (see 536 

Table 8) also compete with arachidonic acid during injury or inflammation to produce various substituted 537 

prostaglandins belonging to a family of derivative compounds known as eicosanoids [81], via PPAR [82]. 538 

Since the substituted prostaglandins are not exactly derived from arachidonic acid, they show slightly fewer 539 

anti-inflammatory profiles as compared to other eicosanoids produced directly from arachidonic acid [83]. 540 

It is worth noting that arachidonic acid belongs to the list of essential fatty acids including alpha-linoleic 541 

acid and docosahexaenoic acid [83]. There has been evidence to show that dietary sources such Linoleic 542 

acid, Erucic acid and Elaidic acid (see Table 8) did increase PPAR gene expression in healthy subjects [84]. 543 

In 2012 Hung-Tsung Wu et al. also showed the interaction of oleic acid with PPAR-g receptors [85]. These 544 

results may suggest taking drugs like Doconexent - DB03756 with foods such as FOOD00099 - Garden 545 

Cress, FOOD00151 - Pomegranate, FOOD00009 - Chives, FOOD00062 - Hazelnut, FOOD00525 - Maca-546 

damia can alter the normal dynamics of anti-inflammatory responses. Arachidonic acid is biosynthesized 547 

from dietary linoleic acid and released by phospholipases during inflammation. This pathway is also known 548 

as the COX or Cyclooxygenase pathway [86].  549 
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  550 

Table 8 Depicts some of our top correlations of food substances that can potentially be involved in food 551 

drug interactions when combined with a drug with a similar activity. Each food component can link to 552 

any of the drugs as long as they are in the same batch. 553 

Food com-

ponent 

Food source 

ID 

Food 

name 

Pharmacological ac-

tions 

Drug Refer-

ences 

Batch 

Oleic acid FOOD00006  Garden 

Onion 

Dietary fatty acids like 

Oleic acid can compete 

with arachidonic acid 

by interacting with 

PPAR-g receptor to 

form prostaglandins  

 

They can also cross the 

blood brain barrier and 

interact with GABA 

receptors to induce an-

xiolytic & possible 

anti-epileptic effects 

Vigabatrin, 

Pregabalin, 

Gabapentin 

Doconexent  

 [82, 

85, 89, 

90, 91, 

92] 

Top 10 in 

joint and 

disjoint - 

batch 1 

(supple-

mentary 

file 2) 

FOOD00009  Chives 

FOOD00011  Cashew 

Nus 

FOOD00012  Pineap-

ple 

FOOD00015  Wild 

celery 

FOOD00016  Peanuts 

FOOD00017  Bur-

dock 

FOOD00021  Aspara-

gus 

FOOD00024  Brazil 

Nut 

FOOD00026  Borage 

Erucic acid FOOD00099  Garden 

Cress 

Elaidic acid FOOD00151 Pome-

granate 

(Z,Z)-9,12-

Octadecadi-

enoic acid 

FOOD00009  

Eugenol FOOD00179 Cloves Euginol causes vasodi-

lation via vanilloid 

Betaxolol, 

Atenelol, 

[86, 

87] 

Top 20 in 

joint and 
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TRPV4 receptors 

found on endothelial 

muscles found on ar-

teries. Euginol & Cap-

sacin have a vanilloid 

ring. TRPV4 is in-

volved in BP regula-

tion via various mech-

anisms 

Esmolol, 

Bisprolol, 

Metoprolol 

disjoint - 

batch 2 

(supple-

mentary 

file 3) 

Isopropyl-2-

methylphe-

nol 

FOOD00089 Hyssop p-Cymene has been 

reported to cause 
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 556 

Figure 4 An illustration depicting the effect of dietary fatty acids on COX pathway a) Various foods are 557 

rich sources of dietary fatty acids b) During inflammation, Arachidonic acid interacts with PPAR to produce 558 

prostaglandins c) Dietary Fatty acids can compete with Arachidonic acid during inflammation at PPAR to 559 

form substituted prostaglandin variants. 560 

 561 

Food compound composition with pharmacological effects (similar function-driven evidence) 562 

 563 

Here, we relaxed the contribution score to 0.3 (i.e., Batch-2) to obtain a diverse set of results (see Additional 564 

file 3). In this part of our literature validation, we analyze the potential of similar functions of drugs and 565 

food compounds on specific diseases. The results in Table 8 highlight some correlations with a group of 566 

drugs called beta-adrenergic drugs and essential oils. Our top correlated pairs of food and drug observed 567 

that both of them caused reduced blood pressure. Beta-blockers are used to treat hypertension in patients. 568 

Beta-blockers consist of b1, b2, and b3 subtype receptors. Beta-blockers can fall into various categories 569 

based on the extent of selectivity of binding across these subtypes. For example, Atenolol (DB00335), 570 

Bisoprolol (DB00612), Metoprolol (DB00264) and Esmolol (DB00187) are b1 selective blockers [88]. The 571 

effects of b1 blockade include a decrease in cardiac output by inhibiting the SA and AV nodes, thereby 572 

decreasing stroke volume [89]. Propranolol (DB00571) and Penbutolol (DB01359), on the other hand, are 573 

non-selective beta-adrenergic blockers. Studies have also observed that beta-blockers may also contribute 574 

to GABA turnover in the cerebrum [90].  575 

 576 
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The results suggest that beta-blocker drugs like Atenolol, Betaxolol, Esmolol, Oxprenolol, Penbutalol, and 577 

Propranolol can interact in the form of synergism when combined with a specific compound composition 578 

including p-Cymene - FDB014512, Eugenol - FDB012171, and Carvacrol (terpenoid substances). For ex-579 

ample, Marcio et al. 2011 reported that monoterpenoids like p-Cymene - FDB014512 and Carvacrol have 580 

vasorelaxant effects [86]. 581 

 582 

We were able to confirm that fatty acids (Oleic acid (FDB012858), Erucic acid (FDB004287), (Z,Z)-9,12-583 

Octadecadienoic (FDB012760) and Elaidic acid (FDB002951) ) can cross the blood-brain barrier and be 584 

beneficial to relieve anxiety [91]. They are also believed to act via stimulation of GABA-A based receptors. 585 

Benzodiazepines, barbiturates [92] and some anticonvulsants act by modulating the GABA receptors [93]. 586 

The inhibitory effects of GABA help relieve seizures. However, drugs like Pregabalin and Gabapentin in-587 

stead act by blocking calcium or sodium channels to help stabilize seizures. Although this is not directly 588 

interacting with GABA receptors, it helps reduce excitatory neurotransmitters. Thus, they may help sub-589 

stantiate antiepileptic activity by increasing amounts of GABA. 590 

 591 

 592 

  593 

Figure 5 An illustration depicting Gabaergic drug mechanisms. Dietary sources containing fatty acids in-594 

crease the production of GABA. Taking drugs like Vigabatrin, pregabalin & Gabapentin with such a diet 595 

can increase Gabaergic effects. 596 
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In summary, the discussed pairs of food ingredients and drugs can influence their own pharmacokinetics. 598 

For example, taking beta-adrenergic drugs with food containing terpenes like Eugenol and Methyl chavicol 599 

can potentially cause more pronounced antihypertensive effects. Taking antiepileptic medications along 600 

with foods containing fatty acids can potentially elevate overall GABA levels significantly than when they 601 

are taken individually. Moreover, dietary fatty acids can also interact with the PPAR receptor during in-602 

flammation to produce variations of prostaglandins. This demonstrates the feasibility of using our FDMine 603 

framework to identify potential food and drug interactions.   604 

Conclusion 605 

In this study, we introduced FDMine as a framework to infer the interaction between food compounds and 606 

drugs using a homogenous graph representation. We considered several resources to construct food-drug, 607 

drug-drug, and food-food similarity profiles. FDMine uses established path category-based and neighbor-608 

hood-based similarity methods to predict FDIs efficiently. A subset of Drug-drug interactions was used as 609 

ground-truth evaluations. This proposed methodology is based on encoding all entities including drug and 610 

food into a homogenous graph of chemical nodes. Therefore, any part of this graph can then be used as a 611 

representative evaluation, potentially informative to clinicians and researchers. We have performed addi-612 

tionally two types of evaluations to benchmark results using different parts of the graph.  The shortest path-613 

based method has achieved a precision 84%, 60% and 40% for the top 1%, 2% and 5%, respectively. 614 

FDMine was able to achieve an average 99.4% recovery rate from 27,612 available links in the joint version 615 

of the graph. We validated the top FDIs predicted using FDMine to demonstrate the applicability of the 616 

model. In the literature validation, we discussed the therapeutic effects of a group of food items. We ob-617 

served that a set of FDIs may reduce blood pressure, have anti-inflammatory effects or reduce seizure. The 618 

benchmark results and literature review suggest that FDMine can help to identify FDIs precisely and may 619 

represent an advanced strategy in drug discovery. 620 
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